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INTRODUCTION

*Cybercampus Sweden* is a national initiative to provide education, research, innovation and advice in cybersecurity and cyber-defense. This brochure addresses needs for cybersecurity training and education: There is a manifest imbalance between the cybersecurity workforce required in Sweden and the number of skilled graduates being produced by Swedish universities. There is also a gap between the needed cybersecurity skillset and the contents of existing education programs. For these reasons, Cybercampus Sweden aims at building capacity for workforce training and to facilitate new cross-university cybersecurity programs, taking advantage of the specific teaching and research expertise from different universities. These comprise bachelor-level programs that provide a strong base with deep technical knowledge, and master-level and continuous education programs that train the cybersecurity workforce needed in Swedish organizations through applied and advanced courses with direct contact to ongoing research.

The contents of this brochure are fictitious courses created from the outcomes of a planning workshop on agile education, conducted by the planning project for *Cybercampus Sweden*¹. The workshop, held on October 17, 2022, provided two sets of results. First, we obtained a list of concerns for the establishment of agile education, ordered in importance and urgency. And, second, we received desired topics for education with side information on target groups and formats, also ordered according to urgency. These topics have been expanded into imagined educational offerings, such as courses and programs, in this report. The concerns are addressed in the listed activities and in the appendix.

NO MAGIC – CONTINUOUS EDUCATION THAT WORKS

Educating professionals can be hard. They try to learn while meeting deadlines at work and commitments to family, friends and associations, and they need time for their own interests; they struggle with prior knowledge that might seem unrecoverable from memory and with study practices that lie years back. Yet, it is possible to create valuable training that provides new skills and knowledge. The training must simply be designed for working people to fit the conditions they might have while studying.

REVEALING THE TRICKS

The expectation at universities for continuous education is that at most half of the enrolled course participants complete their courses. The reasons are mentioned above and are further described in a report². The conclusion in brief is that the target group of working professionals is different from regular students.

¹ [www.cybercampus.se](http://www.cybercampus.se)
who are studying full-time on a campus and whose financial support is conditioned on their progress.

Agile education is the term we use for training that is fit for the people who need it: It is purposeful; it relies on participants working together and supporting one another, and it is clear on expectations and schedules. The latter is needed for interested persons to decide whether they are capable of taking a course and to know how they can arrange their lives to manage it.

ABOUT THE IMAGINED: A READER’S GUIDE

The listing of educational courses, programs, and activities more generally, follows this format.

**Title:** Descriptive name  
**Purpose:** Why participating in this activity  
**Audience:** Whom it is for, from expert to beginner  
**Contents:** Summary and topic listings  
**Format:** Online or campus; duration, intensity, and recognition  
**Provider:** Organizations responsible or contributing to the activity

The lists are categorized into: activities for those without any prior knowledge of cybersecurity and for whom general awareness might be the goal – these activities are under the heading *Upwards from the START*; activities for those who plan to work in the area, under *Unstuck in the middle*, and activities for professionals in the area, both academics and active practitioners – we call this category *When the top is not the summit*.

CYBERCAMPUS AND PROVIDERS OF EDUCATION

Cybercampus Sweden is a national endeavor in cybersecurity that brings together interested institutions of higher education and higher vocational education, educational companies and non-profit organizations. The courses and other educational activities listed in this brochure are to be developed by experts from these parties and represent curated contents based on state-of-the-art scientific research and industrial and organizational best practices. The contents are then organized and formatted for efficient learning by modern didactic and pedagogic theories and methods. The modes of instruction vary from online to campus, from interactive to asynchronous, and from massive to small scale classes.

The courses and activities may be *freely provided* by any organization affiliated with Cybercampus Sweden. In this manner, Cybercampus ensures the development of high-quality, updated and in-demand contents and teaching methods, and the participating organizations provide scalable capacity for offering the menu of educational activities presented herein.
## Imagined Education at a Glance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cyber-Security for All</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>Under Development</td>
<td>&lt; 40 hours Parttime, Online</td>
<td>Introductory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master in Cyber-Security</td>
<td>Academic, Indepth</td>
<td>Ideation</td>
<td>Full- or Halftime, On Site, 60 CR</td>
<td>Bachelor Degree Required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing Cyber-Security</td>
<td>Executive</td>
<td>Ideation</td>
<td>Parttime, On Site</td>
<td>Professional Experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer in Cyber</td>
<td>Summer Camps</td>
<td>Ideation</td>
<td>Two Weeks On Site</td>
<td>Introductory, Informal, Recreational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Camps</td>
<td>Academic, Professional</td>
<td>Ideation</td>
<td>Two Weeks On Site</td>
<td>Expert, Research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UPWARDS FROM THE START

Courses and other educational activities in this section are aimed at people who do not have any prior knowledge of cybersecurity. Common to all activities is that they are motivating for learning more and perhaps also for taking a full program to work in the area. Special attention will be given for reaching women and people from minorities.

**Title: Cybersecurity for all**

**Purpose:** Establish awareness for the importance of cybersecurity and to provide knowledge and skills to better handle dangers, systems and services. The course will motivate participants to continue learning.

**Audience:** This course is for everyone who has not worked or studied cybersecurity (or any guise thereof).

**Contents:** The participants will learn to reason about security, manage their own devices and settings for services and to install updates and useful tools for improved safety online (eg password handlers). Cybersecurity is seen from an individual’s perspective:

- Understanding the threats and the actors
- Social engineering and the personal exposure
- Personal services and social networks
- Personal devices and self-managed systems
- Cloud and managed services

**Format:** The course is provided online with the option to use the material in study circles and organized courses. Expected time for completion is 40 hours. After completing the course, the participants will be provided regular repetition exercises and updates through the course *Small and meaningful – the up and coming edition*. Official badges will be provided for those passing the examination; no formal university credits are given. Regular repetition will be required to keep the badge active.

**Providers:** Vocational training institutions, commercial and non-profit providers, such as (Swedish) *studieförbund*.
Title: Prévenir le déluge – managing cybersecurity

Purpose: An intensive course for high-level managers and decision makers to understand the threats that cyberattacks may cause for their organizations. The course will provide skills for security assessment of the organization and for commissioning and managing projects to address lacking security culture, insufficiently secured systems and services, and to restore operations and confidence should an attack be successful.

Audience: The course is only open for professionals in leading positions. It assumes introductory knowledge of cybersecurity, equivalent to the course Cybersecurity for all. Technical skills will be taught as needed and may prolong the course. The course is taken under the Chatham House Rule for all participants; non-disclosure agreements may be required.

Contents: The course provides two strands of contents: one for managers and others with operational responsibilities, and one for investors, board members, politicians and others responsible for strategic decisions. Some parts of the course are common to both strands to ensure that all participants also understand the other strand’s aspects and meet the persons attending.

- **Operations**
  - The participants are expected to report on the security culture of their organization, to make a self-assessment of their own preparation with a plan for continuous education beyond this course, and an action plan for the organization in terms of threat analysis and improvements.

- **Strategy**
  - Impact of cybersecurity risks and how to assess the financial vulnerabilities of the organizations they own, run, or govern. The participants are expected to report on the security exposure of their organization, with a strategic plan for the organization in terms of incentivizing the organization for continual improvements and readiness for handling contingencies.

Summary and topic listings for meetings to be decided together with the participants ahead of the course. The contents change from year to year and the course may be taken repeatedly for credits and diploma.

Format: The course extends over forty weeks and follows a well-established format for executive training with four weekends of intensive training (60 hours); weekly seminars and discussions (80 hours), and independent preparation for the weekly activities (80 hours). Time for applying the learning in the own organization is not included. Contract education (for employers).

Providers: Universities, research institutes, security companies and commercial and non-profit educational providers.

---

3 “When a meeting, or part thereof, is held under the Chatham House Rule, participants are free to use the information received, but neither the identity nor the affiliation of the speaker(s), nor that of any other participant, may be revealed.”
Title: A summer in Cyber

Purpose: Summer camp for families, youth and adults to get hands-on experience with cybersecurity. To build interest for further training, to have fun around technology and to interest more women and minorities in cybersecurity.

Audience: No prior training expected; programming and basic IT knowledge will be included as needed.

Contents: Same overall contents as Cybersecurity for all; challenges provided by Hack the Box and other public services.

Format: Two week camps at several sites nationally with good possibilities for sports and recreation.

Providers: Cybercampus Sweden is responsible for the contents; the camps are offered by camping grounds, scouting and sports associations, youth hostels and folk high schools that can provide accommodation, meals and recreation and that can provide staff for running the camps.

Title: Small and meaningful – the up-and-coming edition

Purpose: Staying up to date requires access to both the latest discoveries and developments as well as the insights of leading experts. This education is an indefinite series of micro-education installments for people who want to understand cybersecurity and follow the developments.

Audience: For anyone with prior knowledge from or equivalent to the introductory course Cybersecurity for all, as well as students and professionals whose work is related to cybersecurity and who want to learn more.

Contents: Provides easy access to the latest research and internationally leading researchers as invited lecturers. The contents will to a large extent rely on expertise at the national universities, research institutes and public agencies.

Format: A wealth of online formats from blog posts, videos to regular lectures and tests; some may be provided as live transmissions, and all contents will be available asynchronously. Discussion forums are provided for each new topic along with resources for further information. Expected time is two hours per provided installment. High participation in the series will be recognized by a Cybercampus Sweden open badge (new for each year).

Providers: Universities, research institutes, vocational training institutions, companies, public agencies, commercial and non-profit education providers.
UNSTUCK IN THE MIDDLE

Courses and other educational activities in this section are aimed at people who have a professional interest in cybersecurity but whom are not presently served by the education provided by vocational training institutions and universities. The main target group is professionals who want to work with cybersecurity for the domains in which they have advanced professional training and work experience, such as: retail, health care, law, media and public services (taxation, welfare). The main vehicle forward for them is a full master’s program to work in the area. Special attention will be given for attracting more women and people from minorities to contribute to the cybersecurity field.

Title: One year to a future – master program in cybersecurity for professionals

Purpose: The program provides a solid technology basis in cybersecurity with application to the business areas of the respective participants. After a completed program, the participants will be able to work on cybersecurity problems with respect to their professions.

Audience: Persons with professional experience and at least a bachelor’s degree. Relevant areas are health care, retail, finance, legal services and transportation.

Contents: Python programming; introductory computer systems and networks; cybersecurity; incident response; digital forensics; cloud security; ethical hacking; thesis project with industry application.

Format: Onsite at the Cybercampus with scheduled work time and mandatory attendance. The program is given as full-time work four days a week over 44 weeks, with additional time necessary for individual studies. The program is highly intensive and participants are recommended to organize their lives for total focus for the duration of the program. A version at half pace will be developed. The program is provided as contract education to the employers of the participants. Successful completion is awarded a formal and internationally recognized one-year master’s degree in cybersecurity from one of the Cybercampus Sweden partner universities.

Providers: Universities.
Title: Small and meaningful – the middle edition

Purpose: Staying up to date requires access to both the latest discoveries and developments as well as the insights of leading experts. This education is an indefinite series of micro-education installments of special interest to people who work with applied cybersecurity.

Audience: For professionals in different fields who work with cybersecurity concerning security analysis, security cultures, implementation of new directive and deployment of new systems. Particularly aimed as continuous education for graduates from the master’s program in cybersecurity for professionals.

Contents: Provides easy access to the latest research, business developments, legal frameworks and policies from internationally leading researchers and experts. The contents complement the up-and-coming edition of Small and meaningful series and both may beneficially be taken simultaneously.

Format: A wealth of online formats from blog posts, videos to regular lectures and tests; some may be provided as live transmissions, and all contents are available asynchronously. Discussion forums are provided for each new topic along with resources for further information. Topics will be labelled by the category for ease of selection (eg technical, business, legal). Expected time is two hours per provided installment. High participation in the series will be recognized by a Cybercampus Sweden open badge (new for each year).

Providers: Universities, research institutes, vocational training institutions, public agencies, commercial and non-profit education providers.
Professionals working in cybersecurity often have their preferred sources for staying up to date. Consequently, the main educational offering that Cybercampus Sweden will provide experts is easy access to the research in the partner universities. For this, we will work on format and language to make research results accessible in summaries of plain language and in tutorial videos. In addition, all advanced courses (master and doctoral levels) from universities will be listed on the campus site. Here are select activities aimed at professional security experts and academic researchers.

**Title: As hard as it gets – power training in cyber security**

**Purpose:** Why participating in this activity? Because you have become smug and complacent and believe you know it all. Or, you simply want to improve.

**Audience:** For the elite professionals and those aiming for that rank. Some activities may require security clearance.

**Contents:** An unpredictable mixture of activities from in-depth lectures on new tools from leading providers and methods from top researchers over to competitions and challenges. Content examples include:

- Artificial intelligence to the rescue and attack
- Post-quantum cryptography and then what?
- Weird machines and instructions
- Dark nets and the Internet netherworld
- Threat intelligence and novel attack modes
- The hard problems of social engineering

Participants may be expected to contribute their own contents to the course.

**Format:** Running series of activities. Online, campus and at other locations (Campus partners’). Two weekends per year are run as boot camps. Contract education with a pay-per-activity price model (for employers). Credits reported once a year in installments of 3 higher-educational credits.

**Providers:** Universities, research institutes, commercial and non-profit providers; security services and consultants (white, gray and black hats).
Title: Summers in deep water – training camps for doctoral students, faculty and professionals

Purpose: Staying up to date and improving requires periods of immersive training. The national summer camps of the Cybercampus provide intensive training and networking experiences beyond what any university or company can achieve on its own.

Audience: For elite professionals, doctoral students and faculty in cybersecurity and closely related fields. Some international participants may be accepted.

Contents: Provides access to the latest research and to internationally leading researchers as invited lecturers. A blend of lectures with practical exercises and group projects. New contents every year. Several training camps may be offered each summer (given willing organizers and participants).

Format: Two weeks on site at selected rural locations in Sweden for various recreational activities (mountain, costal and woodland). Contract education for employers; free for university participants for two training camps. Winter camps pending.

Providers: Universities, research institutes, security services.

Title: Small and meaningful – the expert edition

Purpose: Staying up to date requires access to both the latest discoveries and developments as well as the insights of leading experts. This education is an indefinite series of micro-education installments.

Audience: For elite professionals, doctoral students and faculty in cybersecurity and closely related fields.

Contents: Provides easy access to the latest research and internationally leading researchers as invited lecturers. The contents will to a large extent rely on doctoral research at the national universities and each new thesis published by the partner universities will be presented in the Small and meaningful series.

Format: Online with live transmitted seminar with direct discussion as well as recorded material. The material is provided in form of a brief video, a digest and sources for further study. Each presented topic is given its own discussion forum for questions and answers as well as comments.

Providers: Universities, research institutes, state agencies.
APPENDIX: CONCERNING THE CONCERNS

Cybercampus Sweden is a national initiative, based on collaboration and cooperation between universities, institutes, government agencies and companies across Sweden. The educational activities are developed as joint efforts and the diversity of the stakeholders and locations renders strength and relevance. Cybercampus operates as an agile cybersecurity education platform and think-tank, which enables quick response to changing demands in cybersecurity education. Cybercampus Sweden will provide the services accounted for below with regard to educational services and attracting more people to the cybersecurity field.

Educational resources
Cybercampus Sweden will offer extensive educational resources, such as a competence pool of lecturers and security professional who may provide educational activities and assist in giving existing courses. It will furthermore provide a database with cybersecurity open educational resources (OER)\(^4\) including labs, software and tools.

Cybersecurity training can be conducted on-line and on-site in a controlled, virtual environment at the RISE testbed Cyber Range\(^5\). In addition, Cybercampus Sweden will provide hacker labs and makerspaces where students can experiment and examine devices for vulnerabilities.

Life-long learning is supported through a continuous series of micro-education installments through the series of educational activities called *Small and meaningful*, given in the course listing above.

Attracting more people to the cybersecurity field and retaining them
Cybersecurity is a fast-paced and dynamic field. It is also faced with a number of challenges. Among these are a general understaffing of the workforce, a lack of specialists and difficulty in retaining them in some areas and positions. The persistent increase in demand for their expertise can oftentimes lead to extremely high pressure and demands on the existing workforce.

Cybercampus Sweden will address these challenges by attracting – and retaining – more professionals to the cybersecurity field and to support them in maintaining a sustainable work life. An important effort in increasing the recruitment base and workforce is to encourage interest in cybersecurity among the general public, particularly women and minorities, who are underrepresented in the field. The courses and educational activities that are aimed at people who do not have prior knowledge in cybersecurity play an especially important part in this endeavor, as well as innovative marketing strategies. These strategies could

\(^4\) UNESCO Open Educational Resources, www.unesco.org/en/open-educational-resources
\(^5\) www.ri.se/en/cyberrange
emphasize the role that increased cybersecurity capabilities have in strengthening societal resilience in the deteriorating security situation in Europe.

To support and motivate cybersecurity professionals in sustaining a healthy work-life balance, Cybercampus Sweden will offer workshops and training aimed at HR-functions to increase understanding of this occupational category and its challenges.

Cybercampus Sweden will make the field of cybersecurity an attractive as well as accessible career choice for many, and it will profile Sweden as an innovation-focused, knowledge-driven nation with an exceptionally competent cybersecurity workforce.

Reports on needs for education in cybersecurity
Education providers cannot blindly develop courses and training activities without a clearly articulated need. For each new course, a provider must to decide on:

- **Subject and contents; level of the material and needed prerequisites**
- **Volume of work and awarding of credits or other recognitions**
- **Format and mode of teaching**
- **Collaborations in course development and teaching**
- **Channels for marketing and pricing model**

A mismatch in any of these aspects might render an otherwise attractive course uninteresting for the market, such as a course taught on campus when the interested only can attend online. To avoid developing unsuccessful courses, Cybercampus Sweden will survey employers for their needs in terms of competence building through education. The needs will be reported to member educators, allowing them to invest in developing activities and courses that are likely to be well received by the market.

Raising awareness
A frequently voiced concern in the community of cybersecurity is the lack of awareness in the population in general and in working professionals who are not involved in security work. A particular concern is a perceived dearth of understanding of risks and exposure among company board members and upper-level management as well as among political representatives in regions, municipalities and the parliament.

All of these categories are addressed in the listed educational activities with different instruments from the basic *Cybersecurity for all* (and the intensive version *A summer in Cyber*) to *Managing cybersecurity* for decision makers. None of these offerings will be successful unless they reach their target groups. For the general population, open badges can give pride and recognition to those completing the basic course, similarly to the internationally certificate Computer Driving License.

Particular marketing efforts will be aimed at decision-makers in the private sector, public agencies, and government.

---

6 Open badges may be displayed on personal profiles in social networks; see OpenBadges.me